The WYSIWASH©™
Environmental Protection for the Homeowner
NO MIXING, NO MESS, NO WORK  A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
The homeowner is inundated with bottles of solution, brushes, scrapers, sprayers, foggers--all
of which are meant to provide a cleaner home environment. Many of these chemicals leave a
buildup in the environment, are toxic to pets, children and the user, and can be hard on delicate
surfaces. Storage of these products can also cause problems for pets and children.
Now The WYSIWASH, the homeowner's environmental protection, will replace many of those
bottles, cans, boxes and bags of poisons. All you need to do is connect The WYSIWASH to the
end of your hose and your environment can be sanitized hygienically clean with no mixing, no
mess, no work, and no wash-down after the job is done. Your pets and children can safely
reenter the area because there is no chemical residue, and this product is totally biodegradable.
The EPA label for treating nonporous, non-food and/or porous, non-food contact surfaces will
fit many homeowner situations. Some of these items are the messy projects a homeowner deals
with and most can be accomplished without having to touch the contaminated, smelly items
before they are sanitized. The following list of uses are not totally inclusive, but will give you some
idea of the large number of chores The WYSIWASH can accomplish with no mixing, no mess and
no work:

Sanitize garbage cans--kill odors completely
Sanitize pet areas--dog houses, gravel yards, litter trays, etc.
Sanitize children's sand piles
Sanitize stains from walks
Sanitize home greenhouses
Sanitize decks
Sanitize organic soil from boots, shoes, etc.
Make a wash solution from the end of your hose
Sanitize pool and spa areas
Sanitize garden produce
Sanitize garden soils, gravel and rock beds
Help prevent mildew and mold buildup on house siding
Hunters & fishermen can sanitize their catch of the day and clean up areas
Help prevent disease and insects on landscape and garden plants as well as the lawn.
Sanitize gutters and drains--reduce odors and putrifaction
Sanitize mops, scrub brushes with your hose
Sanitize boats, bird houses, fishing equipment and hunting equipment.

The WYSIWASH at the end of your hose is many times more effective than properly mixed
chlorox without all the mess and work. Save time, save money, save your environment with The
WYSIWASH--The Environmental Protector.
The WYSIWASH has no moving parts, needs no electricity, is safe to operate, leaves no
harmful residue, is non-corrosive and replaces hundreds of bottles of other cleaners.
The WYSIWASH comes with a limited lifetime warranty to the purchaser--with proof of
purchase.
The WYSIWASH's use at home will normally fall in the category of nonporous-nonfood contact
surfaces or porous-nonfood contact surfaces.

WYSIWASH™© is protected by U.S. Patent #5,441,073. For additional information, contact:
Toll Free Number: (866) 627-6284 Local: (850) 325-6284 Fax: (850) 325-6285
Email: contactus@wysiwash.com

